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For digital health 
to move forward 
in a sustainable 
way, the process 
for limiting the 
use of data needs 
to be transparent. 
Data security and 
privacy issues 
need to be adhered 
to before assessing 
the personal 
preferences 
and behavior 
of individual 
customers.

Healthcare system stakeholders are 
constantly trying to look for ways 

and means to reduce inefficiencies and 
redundancies, improve healthcare quality 
and patient access, and personalize 
care while still attempting to reduce 
healthcare expenditures. There is a 
staggering amount of data emerging from 
the “digital universe.” The introduction of 
digital data in the healthcare sector could 
be used in myriad ways to enable this 
process. Currently, there are a great deal 
of opportunities to utilize digital data to 
assist the decision-making process in the 
healthcare sector.1 

CARE OF DATA
On May 25, 2018, the General Data 
Protection Regulation (GDPR) was 
implemented in Europe to ensure that 
patients’ data are protected. The GDPR 
was intended to harmonize and unify 
the legal regulation across the European 
Union (EU). The key objective of the GDPR 
is to support innovation while at the 
same time enforcing the privacy rights 
of individuals.2 The GDPR provides a set 
of regulations intended to provide EU 
citizens with increased control over their 
personal data and harmonization across 
EU jurisdictions,3 including giving patients 
the right to erase their full personal 
medical records. Stakeholders in other 
geographic regions are watching the 
example provided by the GDPR and in 
the future, may even follow the European 
lead in one form or another. GDPR 
replaces Data Protection Directive 95/46/
EC, which previously focused on the 
physical, physiological, mental, economic, 
cultural, or social identity of the patient.

The GDPR has a worldwide territorial 
scope, meaning that it will apply to data 
controllers that possess the personal 

data of EU residents, regardless of where 
they reside.  The GDPR is a one- stop 
shop. It provides enhancements in the 
form of enhanced rights, additional 
obligations, new rules on consent, access 
rights, profiling, impact assessments, data 
transfers, and more.  In terms of how the 
GDPR will impact the healthcare industry, 
it mandates that breaches be reported 
within 72 hours. This will serve as an 
incentive to organizations responsible for 
data collection and analytics to secure the 
data they are responsible for since fines 
will be levied against them if they do not 
ensure data security.  

Owing to the obligation of explicit 
consent, GDPR has the potential to 
challenge the ability of companies and 
healthcare systems to engage with their 
customers in a new business model 
built on the premise of partnership. It is 
very much based on the patient-centric 
approach in healthcare. Still, it will not be 
without its challenges as each individual 
has a right to be forgotten and request 
erasure of his/her data at any time. Given 
the recent concerns of how social media 
companies utilize personal information 
(eg, Facebook and Cambridge Analytica) 
and global incidences of data breaches, 
the GDPR offers the opportunity to build 
trusting relationships among companies, 
staff, customers, and patients.

In the first 8 months since the 
implementation of GDPR, there have been 
95,180 individual complaints and 41,502 
data breach notifications to the local DPA, 
with Germany accounting for one third 
of all the breaches.5 This suggests that 
the GDPR may have caused barriers to 
data sharing and added obstacles without 
significant benefit. On the other hand, 
at the time of writing this article, it was 

The highest risks of the implementation of the GDPR include the inability 
of the healthcare provider to ensure the continued confidentiality, integrity, 
availability, and resilience of treatment systems and services.
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still too early to tell the results of this 
challenging effort.

The highest risks of the implementation 
of the GDPR include the inability of 
the healthcare provider to ensure the 
continued confidentiality, integrity, 
availability, and resilience of treatment 
systems and services. Also of great 
concern is the nonimplementation of the 
technical and organizational measures 
to ensure an adequate level of security, 
including a process of regularly testing, 
assessing, and evaluating the technical 
and organizational measures to ensure 
the security of the processing. Within 
the European Union, national Data 
Protection Authorities (DPA) have already 
started imposing fines on primary care 
providers.4 

One important factor that will affect 
the decisions by individuals about data 
access is the trust they place in the 
organizations gaining access to their 
data. Will these organizations use the 
data responsibly and to improve their 
health outcomes? Or will they abuse or 
misuse that access? At least one study 
from the United States suggests that 
Americans do not place much trust in 
healthcare organizations compared to 
other countries, including European 
countries.6  The lack of trust will threaten 
the opportunities that GDPR offers.7,8 

Another factor that can affect data 
access is privacy. Many people in EU 
countries like The Netherlands value 
their privacy so much that they may opt 
to withhold data access.9 This may prove 
to be an obstacle in some parts of the 
European Union.

SUMMARY 
To support and improve decision making 
in the healthcare sector, one needs to 
preserve data that provide knowledge 
concerning a patient’s health status 
while concurrently paying heed to data 
protection principles to ensure that 
patients and all stakeholders benefit. 
Difficult challenges will undoubtedly 
emerge in the future, and these will only 
be resolved properly if we respect the 
individual’s right to the privacy of their 
data.

GDPR represents an effort to govern 
data-processing transparency through 

legislation. It builds patient knowledge, 
confidence,  and trust into their personal 
data collection, organization, structuring, 
storage, alteration, consultation, use, 
communication, combination, restriction, 
erasure or destruction.10 As such, digital 
health stakeholders have to conform to 
new rules in order to successfully recruit 
patients to allow for data processing, 
in order to avoid data erasure or 
destruction initiated by the same 
patient, which will cause missing data 
and inconsistencies affecting digital data 
analytics, thus stifling innovation. • 
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

The preceding article was based on an  
issue panel presented at ISPOR Europe 
2018. Presentations from this meeting can 
be found at www.ispor.org/conferences.
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Despite its 
acknowledged 
importance, 
validation 
practice and 
reporting are not 
standardized for 
reimbursement 
dossiers and 
research 
dissemination.

INTRODUCTION
In many countries, health economic 
(HE) decision models have become an 
important part of the healthcare policy 
decision process.1 Since the outcomes 
of these models can have significant 
consequences for reimbursement, 
payment, or resource allocation decisions, 
it is important that these models are 
valid — that is, these models are in 
accordance with the current knowledge 
about the medical intervention and 
economic effects, and suitable to serve 
as a solid basis for decision making.2 
Although there is widespread support 
for the idea of model validation, the 
validity of HE models remains elusive. For 
example, a study towards the quality of 
models used in Australian policy making 
reported important flaws in 203 of the 
247 reviewed models.3 A lack of validation 
presents a potential loss of invested 
resources and a risk to the decision-
making process. 

Several widely accepted tools discuss 
validation in some form or another, 
such as the CHEERS guidelines on 
reporting,4 the guidelines by Philips et 
al,5 the questionnaire by Caro et al,6 
and the model validation assessment 
tool, AdViSHE, which is designed 
solely for model validation.7 However, 
despite the availability of these tools, 
validation practice and reporting are 
not standardized in the HE processes. 
Some standardized validation seems 
desirable, as it is likely that it will improve 
the transparency for other model builders 
and users, increase the possibilities 
for comparing models, and reduce the 
loss of invested resources and the risk 
to the decision-making process. The 
objective of this article is to discuss 
factors that will hinder or incentivize 
the standardization of model validation 
efforts and its reporting, identified 
by modelling experts. We look at two 
important application areas which involve 
HE models, namely dossiers sent to the 

(national) decision maker when applying 
for drug reimbursement, and research 
dissemination. The factors discussed were 
identified using expert interviews. 

INTERVIEWS 
This article was based on 6 interviews,8-13 
which addressed the following questions. 
First, how can model validation tools 
in general — and the model validation 
assessment tool AdViSHE (Assessment of 
the Validation Status of Health-Economic 
decision models) in particular — be 
useful in daily practice? And secondly, 
are there any barriers and facilitators to 
implementation of a standardized model 
validation tool? Three interviews were 
conducted with 4 people with many years 
of experience in building reimbursement 
dossiers. They either had a history of 
working in consultancy or worked directly 
for pharmaceutical companies.8-10 The 
other 3 interviews were held with editors 
of academic journals that publish HE 
modelling studies.11-13 

MODEL VALIDATION IN DAILY 
PRACTICE
Fortunately, the importance of model 
validation seems to be understood by 
many model builders. For example, the 
consultancy firm MAPI has an internal 
validation process, which includes 
sending a model to another office in 
another country, where the model is 
validated by going over their internal 
checklist. Validation efforts were 
mentioned in publications, although 
not in detail.8  At BMS, a pharmaceutical 
company, a chapter on model validation 
is included in reimbursement dossiers.9 At 
Roche, a base model was developed for 
oncological models, which is considered 
well-known, well-validated and therefore 
accepted.9 Finally, AstraZeneca always 
validates their models, in detail.10 Private 
companies have developed their own 
tools8, and there are some tools without 
any official status (eg., published in gray 
literature, educational textbooks).11
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With the importance of model validation so widely accepted, 
it is surprising that it is not always reported extensively (see 
for example, reference 14) or in a transparent and consistent 
way. Because of this, model validation — and model quality 
— are very different between reimbursement submissions.9 
Model users such as decision makers, or journal readers, 
have 3 options to address model validation when presented 
with a model result. Since the cost of model validation can be 
significant,15 a user could assume that the model was already 
validated by the modelers and rely on its outcomes without 
further examination. However, this requires a lot of confidence 
in the model and its makers. For example, for some applications 
core models are used and translated to local settings, but these 
core models often have errors in them.8 A loss of confidence 
happens faster when the modelling team has an economic 
interest in the outcomes.6 The second and opposing option is 
for model users to validate the model themselves. This increases 
the confidence in the model but may also lead to spending 
scarce time and money on work that the modelling team has 
already performed. 

A third, middle-ground option is for model users to request a 
standardized report of the model validation efforts that were 
performed, with the following questions in mind: 

1) How have the validation techniques been applied?
2) Can and should we replicate (some of) the reported results?
3) What is missing?

A standardized tool would be very helpful in standardizing 
validation, but also in saving time for agencies,9 while leading to 
improved confidence in models.12

STANDARDIZED REPORTING OF MODEL VALIDATION AS 
PART OF THE REIMBURSEMENT PROCESS
Reimbursement decisions based on models with incorrect 
outcomes may incorrectly limit access to new drugs or allocate 
budget to interventions that are not cost-effective. Because of 
these far-stretching consequences of a wrong decision, not only 
is academic credibility important in validating HE models (“Is the 
model logically and scientifically sound?”), but also salience  
(“Is the model applicable within this context?”) and legitimacy 
(“Are stakeholder concerns, values, and views included in a 
proper way?”).15

One facilitating factor for standardizing model validation is a 
growing perception of this being needed or useful. A validation 
report would give a standard, making it possible to compare 
between models: how good models are, how much effort was 
undertaken.8 For example, in both the Dutch and Australian 
pharmacoeconomic guidelines, reporting validation efforts 
systematically is obligatory, with AdViSHE being named as 
an example tool.16,17 In addition, as discussed earlier, recent 
publications stress the problems with the current situation 
and the need for more and better structured model validation 
reporting.

A second facilitating factor would be whether a standardized tool 
for validation is embraced by local trade organizations, such as 
the Dutch VIG (Vereniging Innovatieve Geneesmiddelen, Association 

Innovative Medicines) or the French LEEM (Les Entreprises du 
Médicament, Pharmaceutical Companies Association). This will be 
beneficial for the support for such a tool from pharmaceutical 
companies.9

Another facilitating factor is the perceived level of HE expertise 
of model users, in this case, the employees at the local 
reimbursement bodies. Although this expertise has improved 
remarkably in the last few years,9 the experience with HE 
of regional payers is limited,10 with big variation between 
assessors.9 This leads to a discussion of (the interpretation of) 
results.9,10 If tools are structured for uniform validation, this 
may improve the quality of dossiers.9 Especially for smaller 
jurisdictions with less market power and possibly less resources 
for extensive validation, standardized validation may help 
to increase the quality of dossiers and hence, the quality of 
reimbursement decisions.

The main limiting factor seems to be that models are often 
provided by — and validated at —a global office while 
implementation of standardized validation often starts locally, 
through local guidelines.9,10 Because of this, there is a risk that 
each jurisdiction will have its own way of standardizing validation. 
From the point of view of the local authorities, validation may 
be standardized over all submissions but may lead to different 
methodologies from the modeller’s point of view. If this is the 
case, standardized validation may be just another hurdle.9 It was 
therefore preferred if standardized validation is implemented in 
several countries, at the same time, and in the same manner.9,10 
If a certain validation method is accepted more broadly, it can 
then be standardized on a global level. Since local changes are 
likely only for data, not for the model structure,10 only a short 
report might then be needed at a local level. If it’s a set of extra 
rules, for one or a few jurisdictions, it will only add work, which 
will make it difficult to get implemented by model developers at 
international firms.9,10

Countries look at each other and learn from each other.9 Five 
EU countries (the United Kingdom, Germany, France, Spain, 
and Italy) are considered leading in this respect.9,12 Because the 
Nordic countries are considered to have strict guidelines, they 
are good countries on which to focus.9 In addition, decision 
makers look at the scientific community. For national bodies to 
accept it, it is expected that the scientific field should accept it 
first.10 It first must be a matter of course, integrated in the good 
modelling practice.13 Previous guidelines on model reporting in 
general have been widely adopted,4-6 suggesting that there is 
likely support for standardized validation.

STANDARDIZED REPORTING OF MODEL VALIDATION IN 
RESEARCH DISSEMINATION 
In clinical publications, data sharing is something everybody 
wants, but it still seems to be a long way off in health 

A standardized tool would be very helpful in 
standardizing validation, but also in saving time  
for agencies, while leading to improved confidence 
in models.
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economics.12 On the one hand, readers, editors, and reviewers 
of academic papers require transparency. On the other 
hand, model developers have concerns about sharing their 
model. Even though Value in Health has a system in place 
where a reviewer signs for confidentiality, generally there is 
a lot of hesitancy on this from authors. The same is true for 
pharmacoeconomics. Agencies want to protect their intellectual 
content against cloning, or confidential pricing information.12,13 

Standardization of model validation seems to be an acceptable 
middle ground, which is a major facilitating factor. As stated 
before, most current HE studies report only limited or no 
information about validation.12 Reviewers have reported in 
the past that they don’t have enough information to make the 
assessment whether a model is valid.13 Word limits can make 
it hard to explain what a model is doing well enough that the 
reader has confidence, persuading the reader it is legitimate. 
Technical appendices help, but since most readers don’t read 
the appendix, they need to be persuaded by the information in 
the main article.11 A standardized validation report will provide 
an inside view of the model validation process, without having 
the model code exposed.12 

Even if a tool is useful, the question remains whether it can 
be made obligatory for research dissemination purposes. 
For example, after the CHEERS checklist was published in 13 
journals at the same time,  Pharmacoeconomics decided to 
adopt CHEERS, considering it good practice that contains basic 
items.12 In contrast, Value in Health, one of the other journals that 
published CHEERS, thought that requiring CHEERS would be an 
extra barrier to publication,13 especially since the submission 
process is already time-consuming. Other examples were 
the probabilistic sensitivity analysis or a conflict of interest 
statement. Before these were a requirement, they were part of 
the standard modelling process.13

Working the other way around, adding a tool as a requirement 
will not automatically mean that the scientific community will 
follow. The Netherlands are considered to have guidelines with 
items that are not always supported by the community.9 This 
runs the risk of losing support from submitters.9,10  If a technique 
is easy to work with and accepted by the scientific population, 
modellers will start to use it automatically — not because it’s the 
guideline, but because they believe in it.9,10 

With the large number of tools already available, a legitimate 
question could be whether it is possible to do a meta-analysis 
of reporting tools.11 Such a tool would do away with all overlap 
and synthesize everything into a single tool. It is an interesting 
suggestion for further research and a way to standardize over 
the different available journals.11

CONCLUDING THOUGHTS
It was pointed out that a tension exists between reimbursement 
decision makers and pharmaceutical companies in model 
transparency. Decision makers, supported by the ISPOR/SMDM 
guidelines and ongoing discussions in the academic field,18 
often ask for the software code of models — to make changes 
themselves and for validation, — but pharmaceutical companies 
cannot always provide that, either because they don’t own the 

code and the builders don’t want to make sharing available,9 
or the model contains sensitive information they are unwilling 
to share. This is currently solved by being as transparent as 
possible. Standardizing validation reporting may reduce this 
tension by further increasing transparency.

Any tool developed to standardize model validation reporting 
to aid model users will never fully replace the need of validation 
by model users or other methods like code sharing. Validation 
will still have to be performed, one way or another. In a 
reimbursement situation, for example, it may not be possible, or 
even desirable, to fully prevent the duplication of effort because 
you want somebody with the reimbursers’ interest trying the 
model out, as well as someone from the point of view of the 
producer of the intervention.11 These 2 different, and maybe 
even conflicting, points of view are both legitimate, as both 
model builders and users come from a different context. It is 
a matter of salience: is the model applicable in either or both 
contexts?

Although there are clear barriers, there are also clear facilitating 
factors in the implementation of tools to standardize model 
validation. Major facilitating factors are the growing perception 
of a need for systematic validation, and the discussion about 
HE model transparency. Standardization of the reporting of 
validation efforts in both an academic and applied context, may 
lead to a higher quality of models, better model-supported 
decisions in medical decision making, and a better acceptance of 
these decisions by various stakeholders. •
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